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Abstract
Previous studies have shown that giving preferential treatment to short jobs helps reduce the
average system response time, especially when the job size distribution possesses the heavy-tailed
property. Since it has been shown that the TCP ow length distribution also has the same
property, it is natural to let short TCP ows enjoy better service inside the network. Analyzing
such discriminatory system requires modication to traditional job scheduling models since usually
network traÆc managers do not have detailed knowledge about individual ows such as their
lengths. The Multi-Level (ML) queue, proposed by Kleinrock, can be used to characterize such
system. In an ML queueing system, the priority of a ow is reduced as the ow stays longer. We
present an approximate analysis of the ML queueing system to obtain a closed-form solution of
the average system response time function for general ow size distributions. We show that the
response time of short ows can be signicantly reduced without penalizing long ows.
1 Introduction
Previous job scheduling studies indicate that providing rapid response to interactive jobs which place
frequent but small demands, can reduce the overall system average response time [1]. Such size-aware
discriminatory scheduling algorithms have been shown, both experimentally and analytically (see [2]
and references therein), to work extremely well when the job size distribution possesses the heavy-
tailed (HT) property
1
. Since data transfer in a network can be modeled as a ow scheduling problem,
and the HT property has been observed in the length of Internet transactions, especially Web le
transfers, it is natural to design a network system that favors short le transfers.

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Note that the HT property only requires that the largest small number (say 10%) of jobs contribute most (say 90%)
of the load to the system. This is dierent from the classical denition of heavy-tailed distribution, which requires the
tail of the distribution to be of the power-law form.
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As a result, before starting transmission of a ow
2
, the network has to know the length of each ow
in advance. Such information may not be readily available (e.g. as for dynamic web pages). Even if
ow lengths are available, it may not be desirable to propagate this information to the network to
keep it independent of application semantics [3]. Instead, one can let the network implicitly identify
short ows by \testing" their status. Specically, we assume some traÆc controller inside the network
could measure how much traÆc a ow had inserted into the network. Henceforth, we refer to such
measure as the \age" of a ow. Young (new) ows are always assigned to the highest priority. Once
a ow's age exceeds a certain threshold, its priority is reduced and the data transfer rate becomes
slower than that allocated to other \younger" ows.
Since the Internet is a packet-forwarding system, it can be well-approximated by a processor
sharing queueing system, where jobs represent network ows. Discriminatory scheduling in the
processor sharing queue has been explored by Kleinrock and Muntz in [4]. In fact, when the number
of job classes is nite, the \testing" method above has been called the MultiLevel (ML) queueing
system in that study, and the average response time function of jobs in such system has been derived
for arbitrary job length distribution and Poisson arrivals.
However, the solution is given in the form of an integral equation and to date the equation has been
solved only for job size distribution that has the form of mixed exponential functions. As mentioned
earlier, the distribution of Internet ow lengths (sizes) obeys the HT property and can hardly be
characterized in the form of a parsimonious combination of exponential distributions [5].
In this paper, we use a dierent approach, namely a conservation law by Kleinrock [1], to solve for
the average response time in such system. To that end, we approximate the average response time
of jobs by a linear function in the job size and solve for the stretch factors. We show by simulation
that such approximation works well for HT job size distributions, although it does not work so well
for exponential distributions.
In the next section, we introduce some recent work related to the design and analysis of such
discriminatory system. In Section 3 we describe the queueing model and summarize the general
approach to solving for the average response time of such time-shared system. The solution for the
M/G/1 processor sharing system under the assumption that the response time of a job is linear in
its size is given in Section 4. We conclude our paper in Section 5 with possible ways of extending
our analytical model to more complicated systems.
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A ow is generally dened as a sequence of packets that share certain common properties. Here a ow refers to
data packets belonging to the same transaction.
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2 Related Work
The advantage of giving high priority to short jobs has been studied thoroughly in the past decades.
Most of the research has been focused on optimal scheduling policies like Shortest-Remaining-
Processing-Time rst (SRPT) or Shortest-Job-First (SJF) (see [2] and references therein). To im-
plement these optimal policies, information such as the remaining processing time of a job at any
time is needed. It may be practically impossible to maintain such information in a large scale
environment like the Internet, for which we seek a sub-optimal alternative scheduling algorithm.
In his book [1], Kleinrock gives the queueing analysis of some sub-optimal heuristics such as the
Foreground-Background (FB) scheduling and the MultiLayer (ML) scheduling, which are designed
specically for time-shared systems. Explicit-form results for M/G/1 queues are given for specic job
size distributions (e.g., hyper-exponential). For more general distributions, the solution is written
in the form of integral equations and may only be obtained through numerical methods. In this
paper, we are able to obtain a closed-form solution using approximations that work well for job sizes
possessing the heavy-tailed property, which is commonly observed in the Internet measurements.
Job-size aware scheduling has been implemented in end-systems. Recently, in [6], Harchol-Balter et
al. implement the SRPT scheduling algorithm in a Linux web server. They then argue that since the
le distributions in most web servers possess the HT property, such implementation can signicantly
enhance the system performance. However, to observe such enhancement, they have to assume that
the bottleneck be at the outgoing interface of the web server, which is not always true in a wide-
area network environment. In other words, preferential treatment to short jobs has to be provided
inside the network as well for the sake of end-to-end response time. Moreover, since the number of
priority levels in a machine is nite, their implementation is only an approximation of the real SRPT
algorithm. They do not analyze this approximation scheme. In [7], Yang and de Veciana propose an
optimal size-aware bandwidth allocation scheme which gives higher transmission rate to short TCP
transactions. In their scheme, end-system TCP slows down its window increase rate once the session
size exceeds a certain threshold. Therefore, without modication to TCP at every end-user, clients
who are equipped with the new congestion control algorithm may lose bandwidth to those who are
not. In their analysis, they formalize the bandwidth sharing problem as an optimization problem.
The objective is to minimize the average response time for the entire system. They did not give in
closed-form the response time for dierent sizes.
On the contrary, our objective in this paper is to compute the average response time for each
individual ow size under general ow size distributions. Moreover, our numerical analysis considers
the eect of TCP congestion control on ow scheduling. Therefore our results closely match those
obtained from ns-2 [8], a packet-level simulator.
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3 The M/G/1/ML Queueing System
We use the MultiLevel (ML) queueing model to describe a discriminatory service system made of a
nite number of classes, without knowledge on input job sizes. The structure of the queueing model
is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The ML queueing system
In such a system, whenever the server becomes idle, some customer
3
is allowed to be served for
some amount of time, g
i
Q, where g
i
is the weight factor associated with i, the class that the customer
belongs to, and Q is referred to as a quantum of service, which denotes the smallest unit of service
time in the system. For ease of analysis, we assume Q! 0. The customer departs the system if A,
the total accumulated service she receives (denoting the \age" of this customer), equals her required
service time; otherwise, the customer cycles back to reenter the system of queues at the end of her
quantum. The class that a customer belongs to is determined by her age. Class i customers are
those whose ages are between b
i 1
and b
i
, where b
i
's are some predened cuto thresholds such that
0 = b
0
< b
1
< ::: < b
M
= 1, where M is the number of customer classes. Each class of customers
have their own queue(s). Dierent scheduling algorithms can be used within each class (SA's in
Figure 1). Another inter-class scheduler, denoted by SR, can be used to schedule customers from
dierent classes.
Moreover, in this paper we use the following notations:
  (
i
): the arrival rate of all (class i) customers.
 B(x): the cumulative distribution of required service time for all customers.
 X: the average service time over all customers.
 X
i
: the average amount of work served at class i.
 C: the service rate of the server.
3
We use the terms customer and job interchangeably in this paper.
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  =
X
C
: the normalized system load.
 S
i
= 
i
X
i
: the amount of service at class i.
 N
i
: the average number of class i customers in the system.
.
We are more interested in the processor-sharing (PS) family of algorithms. Thus, we assume all
intra-class SA
i
algorithms are PS. In addition, for the inter-class SR algorithm, we consider two
cases. The rst is the priority queueing (PRIO) algorithm. That is, g
i
= 1 as long as there are
no higher priority (at classes indexed lower than i) customers in the system. The second is called
the Discriminatory Processor Sharing (DPS) algorithm. That is, SR is processor sharing but with
g
i
> g
j
for i < j. Following the argument in [9], for the DPS scheduling algorithm, if there are N
j
jobs of class j present, j = 1; 2; :::;M , then the service rate that class j jobs receive is:
r
i
=
g
i
N
i
P
M
j=1
g
j
N
j
C i = 1; 2; :::;M (1)
We refer to the rst system as the ML-PRIO queue, and the second as the ML-DPS queue. In the
special case of 2 job classes (M = 2) and g
1
=1, the two systems are equivalent.
We assume customers arrive according to a Poisson process, and the service distribution is arbi-
trary. Thus, the queueing system is refered to as M/G/1/ML-SR system, where SR can be either
PRIO or DPS.
Our goal is to solve for the average (expected) response time for customers who require x total
service time, denoted by T (x). For convenience, we dene T
i
(x
i
) as the expected time to serve x
i
unit of service while customer is at class i. Thus, we have, for b
i 1
 x < b
i
,
T (x) =
i 1
X
j=1
T
j
(b
j
  b
j 1
) + T
i
(x  b
i 1
) (2)
3.1 One Approach to Solve for T (x)
The main idea of our analysis is to apply the Conservation Law for Work-conserving Time-Shared
Systems, proposed and proven by Kleinrock ([1], pages 197-199). Formally, it states the following:
Theorem 1 Kleinrock's Conservation Law for Time-Shared Systems. For any M/G/1
system and any work-conserving queueing discipline, the average response time T (x) for jobs of
length x, satises the following equation:
Z
1
0
 
T (x)[1 B(x)]dx =
X
2
2(1  )
(3)
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where , B(x) and X
2
represent the average load of the system, the cumulative distribution of job
service times and the second moment of the job service time distribution, respectively.
In summary, the Conservation Law states that, no matter how the jobs are scheduled, the average
unnished work in the system, which is written as a function of the average response time for jobs
of dierent sizes, must be invariant.
Therefore, if T (x) has only one free variable, we can utilize the Conservation Law to solve for the
closed-form of T (x), given the job service time distribution and average system load.
4 Solving M/G/1/ML with Service Times possessing HT Property
In [1], Kleinrock gives a general solution for the M/G/1/ML-PRIO queue in the form of integral
equations. Therefore, to obtain a closed-form solution, the service time distribution B
i
(x) for the
portion of service classied as class i customers is required to take the form of 1  q(x)e
 x
, where
q(x) is a polynomial function of x. Using a similar approach, in [9], Fayolle et al. attack the problem
of deriving M/G/1/DPS response functions. The solutions of [1] and [9] can be combined to obtain
M/G/1/ML-DPS response time functions. However, so far we are only able to attack the special
case of M = 2 and the solution is again written in the form of integral equations and a closed-form
solution may only exist for specic distributions, as shown in Appendix A. The major diÆculty is
that, the instantaneous service rate each job gets not only depends on the number of concurrent
jobs of the same class, but jobs from other classes. The aftermath of such dependence is that the
average response time function for a job of specic size generally takes a non-linear form and the
shape strongly depends on the underlying job size distribution. This can be seen from Equations (18)
and (19) in Appendix A where the average number of class i jobs when a tagged job has received
service t is a function of s.
However, if we assume that such dependence is small so that the average response time function
is approximately linear in the job size, we can use the Conservation Law to solve for the average
response time function for arbitrary job size distributions with nite mean and second moment, as
we show in this section.
Approximation 1 It has been shown that the average response time in an M/G/1 Processor Sharing
queueing system is proportional to the job's required service time ([1], page 169). Intuitively, each
arriving unit of job has to wait the same amount of time before it gets served. In other words,
assuming each class of customers still arrives in a Poisson process, the response time function is a
strictly linear function written as:
T
i
(x
i
) = 
i
x
i
(4)
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where 
i
denotes the penalty factor for class i.
It has been shown in [1] that the penalty factor for an M/G/1/PS system equals
 =
1
1  
where  represents the normalized system load. Therefore, if we assume the arrivals of jobs of
dierent classes in a DPS system are independent, then the penalty factor for class i can be written
as:

i
=
1
1  
i
=
1
1 

i
X
i
C
i
(5)
where C
i
denotes the average service rate for class i jobs.
We now make the second approximation in order to obtain C
i
.
Approximation 2 We replace all N
i
's in Equation (1) by their expectations N
i
's and compute C
i
as:
C
i
=
g
i
N
i
P
M
j=1
g
j
N
j
C i = 1; 2; :::;M (6)
From (4),(5) and (6), we are able to compute the average response time if we know N
i
, the average
number of jobs of class i. Fortunately, since we are dealing with a work-conserving system, by Little's
Law, we have the following relationship between N
i
and T
i
:
N
i
= 
i
T
i
(x
i
)
Now we need to know the average time customers spend in class i, i.e., during the interval [b
i 1
; b
i
),
for all job sizes. This is very easy to obtain for processor sharing systems since T
i
(x
i
) takes the form
of a linear function. That is, we have:
T
i
(x
i
) = T
i
(X
i
) = 
i
X
i
Plugging these equations into (6), we now have:
C
i
=
g
i

i

i
X
i
P
M
j=1
g
j

j

j
X
j
C (7)
From (5) and (7) we now get our rst set of equations:

i
= (1 

i
X
i
P
M
j=1
g
j

j

j
X
j
g
i

i

i
X
i
C
)
 1
= (1 
S
i
P
M
j=1
g
j

j
S
j
g
i

i
S
i
C
)
 1
(8)
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where S
i
can be computed as:
S
i
= f
Z
b
 
i
b
i 1
(x  b
i 1
)dB(x) + (b
i
  b
i 1
)[1 B(b
i
)]g (9)
Also, from Kleinrock's Conservation Law (cf. Equation (3)) and Equations (2) and (4) we have:
Z
1
0
 
T (x)[1 B(x)]dx =
M
X
i=1
Z
b
i
b
 
i 1
[
i 1
X
j=1

j
(b
j
  b
j 1
) + 
i
(x  b
i 1
)][1 B(x)]dx =
X
2
2(1  )
(10)
The set of equations have degree of freedom of M (
i
's) and we have M independent linear
equations, we can thus solve for 
i
's.
4.1 Validation by Simulation
Notice that the solutions above apply to general distributions which have nite rst and second
moments. However, we do need the above two approximations to obtain the response time function
T (x). More specically, we assume:
 Arrivals at each level (class) are Poisson.
 The average service rate each class receives is independent of each other and can be approxi-
mated by Equation (6).
We now study how these approximations aect the accuracy of the analysis for dierent service
time distributions. As an example, we show here the cases where jobs follow the Bounded Pareto
distribution B
BP
(x; ; k; p) and generalized Exponential distribution B
EXP
(x; ; k) [10], i.e.,
B
BP
(x; ; k; p) =
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
0 x < k
1 (k=x)

1 (k=p)

k  x  p
1 x > p
(11)
B
EXP
(x; ; k) =
8
<
:
0 x < k
1  e
 (x k)
x  k
(12)
The Bounded Pareto distributions have nite rst and second moments, but they do possess the
HT property, as dened in [2]. On the contrary, the generalized Exponential distribution does not
have such property since the probability of having large jobs is very small.
Given the job size distributions, we can now compute the penalty factors 
i
's as from Equations
(8){(10). We also use simulation to validate our analysis. We study the case of a two-level system
and the cuto size is set to b
1
= 50 (about two times the average size). For the ML-DPS system,
we set the weight factor to be g = (5; 1), i.e., each class 1 job gets 5 times unit of service as each
8
class 2 job. We also let g
1
= 1 to obtain results for the ML-PRIO scheme. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show the simulation as well as analytical results for cases in which job sizes follow Bounded Pareto
distribution B
BP
(x; 1:2; 4; 200000) and the generalized Exponential distribution B
EXP
(x; 17:243; 4),
respectively. The two distributions have the same mean and minimum value but only the former
possesses the HT property. For all the simulations, we assume C = 2000 and  = 91:32. Thus, the
total load on the system is approximately 0.97. In the gures, PS denotes the nominal processor
sharing scheme (where g
i
's are all equal to 1).
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Figure 2: Performance Comparison of PS, ML-PRIO and ML-DPS
The following observations can be made:
 For bounded Pareto input, the response time function at the second level queue ((i.e., job
sizes greater than 50) can be well-approxiimated by a linear function in size, thus our analysis
gives very accurate prediction. On the contrary, our analysis is not accurate for Exponential
input. The actual response function penalizes more jobs whose sizes are just above the cuto
threshold. We also notice that our analysis still gives relatively good approximation under
ML-DPS where the relative weight of the low priority jobs is not too small.
 When the job size distribution has the HT property, size-aware scheduling signicantly reduces
the response time of small jobs but only slightly increases the response time of long jobs. The
ML-PRIO scheme, which gives absolute priority to short jobs, can reduce small job response
time by a factor of 15, while only increase long job response time by a factor of 1.008. The
ML-DPS scheme performs between ML-PRIO and the PS scheme.
 In case of exponential distributions which have very light tails, the benet of giving preferential
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treatment to short jobs (e.g. in ML-PRIO, a factor of 4.02) is achieved at the expense of
signicantly sacricing long jobs' performance (by a factor of 8.29 in ML-PRIO). Moreover,
although a very large weight (a factor of 5) is given to short jobs, the overall performance
enhancement by employing the DPS scheduling algorithm is limited (a factor of 1.323). This
is vastly dierent from what we observed in the previous scenario where le sizes possess the
HT property, in which case the same DPS scheduling algorithm can reduce short job response
times by a factor of 3.25.
We now give an intuitive explanation of why a linear response time function is a good approxi-
mation for job size distributions with a HT property but not for those without. We notice that the
asymptotic behavior of T (x) as x ! 1 is always T (x) 
x
1 
[9]. With our analysis, when the job
size distribution has the HT property, the worst case penalty factor for large jobs (generating most
of the load of the system) is already very close to
1
1 
, thus the approximation is good.
5 Discussion and Future Work
In this paper, we assume a uid model and ignore the eect of TCP congestion control algorithm
on bandwidth sharing, especially for small ows. Previous studies (see [11] and references therein)
reveal that TCP can only statistically achieve idealized bandwidth sharing when the size of ows
is long enough. On the contrary, due to the conservative nature of TCP congestion control, short
TCP ows usually receive less share than long ows when competing for bandwidth under the same
conditions [12].
In a separate technical report [13], we introduce a numerical approach to take into account TCP
congestion control. The main idea is to derive the response time function of a typical Web transaction
through the techniques introduced in [14], and apply Kleinrock's conservation law to numerically
obtain the xed-point solution of the system. This numerical solution can be used to engineer TCP
traÆc under proportional dropping queue management, which gives higher packet dropping rate
to long TCP ows. We are currently investigating other more advanced active queue management
policies (e.g., Virtual Queue based management algorithms [15]) to exercise better control over
dierent classes of ows. We are also investigating the system behavior under overload conditions [11].
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A Solving M/G/1/ML-DPS with Two Priority Levels
We show in this section that the exact solution to M/G/1/ML-DPS system may be very complicated
and a closed-form may only exist for specic distributions. We solve an M/G/1/ML-DPS system
with two levels, i.e., M = 2. For ease of presentation, we use the following notation: g =
g1
g2
, the
ratio of service weights between that of the high priority class (short customers) and the low priority
class (long customers); and b, the cuto threshold.
We use a similar approach as in [9]. Note that T (s), the response time for a job of size s, can also
be interpreted as the average time necessary for a job whose required service time is greater than s
to attain service s. Thus T (s) = T (s + s)   T (s) = T
0
(s)s is the expected time for a job to
increase its attained service from s to s+s, given that the job size is larger than s+s.
We now tag a job of size greater than s, and study the average time it needs to increase its attained
service time from s to s+s. As stated in [9], if there are N
1
short jobs and N
2
long jobs present
in the system, T (s) = E[s +
P
2
i=1
g
i
g
k
N
i
s], where k is the class index of the tagged job. Thus,
we can compute T
0
(s) as:
T
0
(s) =
8
<
:
1 +N
1
+
1
g
N
2
s  b
1 + gN
1
+N
2
s > b
(13)
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We now need to compute N
i
, the expected number of jobs of class i, conditioned on the attained
service time of the tagged job. For convenience, we write N
i
's in two parts, that is:
N
i
= n
 
i
+ n
+
i
where n
 
i
and n
+
i
denote the number of class i jobs which arrive before and after the tagged job,
respectively.
Before computing N
i
's, let us look at some general results:
Theorem 2 Average Number of Jobs. If jobs arrive according to a Poisson process with rate
, denote by n
 
u;v
, the average number of jobs which satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) the job arrives before the tagged job does, and has received u unit of service when the tagged
job arrives, and,
(2) stays in the system and receives another v unit of service when the tagged job receives some s
unit of service,
and denote by n
+
u;v
, the average number of jobs which satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) the job arrives after the tagged job has received u unit of service, and,
(2) stays in the system when the tagged job attains s unit of service and receives another v unit of
service,
then n
 
u;v
and n
+
u;v
can be computed as:
n
 
u;v
= T
0
(u)[1 B(u+ v)]du (14)
n
+
u;v
= T
0
(u)[1 B(v)]du (15)
Proof: The proof is similar to that in [9]. To compute n
 
u;v
, note that the probability that a job
received u unit of service at the arrival of the tagged job and then attains v is:
P [A > u+ vjA > u] =
1 B(u+ v)
1 B(u)
(16)
On the other hand, from Little's Law and the PASTA property [16], the expected number of jobs
whose attained service time is u when the tagged job arrives is given by:
N [A > u] = [1 B(u)]T (u) = [1 B(u)]T
0
(u)du (17)
Multiplying (16) and (17) yields (14).
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To compute n
+
u;v
, recall that the expected time taken by the tagged job to increase its attained
service from u to u + u is T
0
(u)du, thus by Little's Law, on average T
0
(u)du jobs arrive during
that time. The probability that one of these arrivals is still in the system and attains service v while
the tagged job attains s is equal to [1 B(v)]. We thus get Equation (15). 2
We now present how to get N
i
's. We rst write down the nal results, and then only gives the
derivation for N
2
given s > b (i.e. the tagged job is classied as long) due to limited space. The
other cases can be obtained similarly.
N
1
=
8
<
:
f
R
b s
0
T
0
(u)[1 B(s+ u)]du+
R
s
0
T
0
(u)[1 B(s  u)]dug s  b
f
R
b
g(s b)
T
0
(u)[1 B(b  u+ g(s  b))]du+
R
s
b
T
0
(u)[1 B(g(s  u))]dug s > b
(18)
N
2
=
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
f
R
1
b
T
0
(u)[1 B(u+ gs)]du+
R
b
b s
T
0
(u)[1 B(u+ g(s  b+ u))]dug s  b
f
R
b
0
T
0
(u)[1 B(s+
u
g
)]du+
R
1
b
T
0
(u)[1 B(u+ s  b+
u
g
)]du+
R
b
0
T
0
(u)[1 B(s 
u
g
)]du+
R
s
b
T
0
(u)[1 B(s  (u  b) 
b
g
)]g s > b
(19)
We now show how to get Equation (19) given s > b. From Theorem 2, given u, the relative
position of a specic job j to the tagged job k, and the target service s, we only need to compute
the additional service v that job j could attain if its total required service time is larger than u+ v.
When s > b, that is, the tagged job k is at the low priority class, we can use Figure 3 to illustrate
how to compute v for job j that now belongs to the low priority class (i.e., one of those N
2
jobs).
Time
u v
b
b
Time
u v
b
b
Time
u
v
b
b
Time
u
v
b
b
Case 1: s < u+v, u < b Case 2: s < u+v, u > b
Case 3: s = u+v, u < b Case 4: s = u+v, u > b
s
s
s
s
Figure 3: Cases for computing N
2
with t > b
As shown in the Figure, there are 4 cases, the rst two for n
 
2
and the other two for n
+
2
. The tagged
job k is shown in black boxes and job j is shown in grey boxes. The height of the boxes represents
the service rate assigned to the job. Thus, according to the ML-DPS rule, the rate is reduced after
b units have been serviced. Given the parameters u, t and b, and the relative weight ratio g, it is
straightforward to obtain v. For example, for case 1, v = s u+
1
g
u, since when job k receives service
from b  u to b (totally u unit), job j can receive
1
g
u service, and job k and j are served at the same
rate otherwise. Applying Equation (14) in Theorem 2 and integrating over all valid u (u must be
13
less than b in this case), we get the rst term in the right-hand side of Equation (19) for s > b. The
remaining terms can be derived similarly.
Since now we obtain N
i
's conditioned on the attained service s, we can plug them in Equation (13)
to obtain the solution for T
0
(s) in the form of integrodierential equations. Note that by letting
g ! 1, we also obtain solution for the M/G/1/ML-PRIO system, which is consistent with that
given in [1]. Our analysis here illustrates how the models become intractable for general job size
distributions B(:). In Section 3, our approximation allowed us to overcome such diÆculties.
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